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9. Biographies and History
After the Flood, Bill Cooper (1995, 256 pages, ill.). “The early post-flood history of Europe traced back to Noah.” Very Interesting!
$18.00
The Annals of the World, James Ussher (2003 translation and update from the original Latin of 1658, 960 pages, hardcover, ill.). Traces world history from
the creation through 70 A.D. with thousands of footnotes and citations from secular and Biblical sources.
$70.00
Soft cover version (while supplies last).
$45.00
The Biblical Basis for Modern Science, H. Morris (Rev. 2002, paper, 480 pages, figures and tables). Morris “affirms that the actual facts of scientific
observation and experience can be shown to correlate with the biblical view of the world and history...”
$15.00
The Complete Works of Flavius Josephus, the Jewish Historian, translated by William Whiston (2008, 890 pages, antique hardcover reprint, ill.). It
includes 1. The Antiquities of the Jews, 2. A History of the Jewish Wars, 3. Sequel to the History of the Jewish Wars, 4. Flavius Josephus against Apion, 5.
Three Dissertations Concerning Jesus Christ, John the Baptist, etc., and 6. The Life of Josephus, written by himself. What a reference volume. $60.00
The Darwin Effect, Jerry Bergman (2014, 360 pages, ill.). “It’s influence on Nazism, Eugenics, Racism, Communism, Capitalism & Sexism.” (sub-title)
$17.00
Destination Moon, James Irwin (Rev. 2004, 48 pages, hardcover, color ill.). This late astronaut gives God the glory as he recounts “The Spiritual and
Scientific Voyage of the Eighth Man to Walk on the Moon.” (sub-title) A very interesting read - at least for those of us who remember the excitement of
the moon voyages in the late 60s and early 70s.
Only 1
$10.00
Dragons Or Dinosaurs? - Creation Or Evolution?, Darek Isaacs (2010, 226 pages, ill.). Are ‘dragons’ really ‘dinosaurs’? Are they mentioned in the Bible?
REDUCED to
$10.00
Evolution Impossible, Dr. John Ashton (2012, 201 pages, ill.). “12 Reasons Why Evolution Cannot Explain the Origin of Life on Earth.”” (sub-title) Well
worth reading.
$15.00
The Genius of Ancient Man - Evolution’s Nightmare, Don Landis editor (2012, 112 pages, hardcover, color ill.). Marvel at the well documented evidences
for “The Magnificent World & Wonders of Ancient Man!” (back cover)
$18.00
Gifted Mind, Jeff Kinley (2015, 240 pages, hardcover, color ill.). “The Dr. Raymond Damadian Story, Inventor of the MRI.” (sub-title)
$18.00
The God Who is Real, Dr. Henry Morris (2000, 120 pages). Again available.
$10.00
God’s Promise to the Chinese, Nelson/Broadberry/Chock (1997, 140 pages, ill.). Further details “show that the inventor of the original Chinese
characters…knew and believed in an identical account of creation…as found in the Hebrew sacred Scriptures.” (Cover)
$20.00
Henry M. Morris - Father of Modern Creationism, Rebecca Morris Barber (2017, 255 pages, hardcover, ill.). A biography by the daughter of a recent, great
man of God. Honors God!
$25.00
Let There Be Light, Roger Oakland (Revised and updated 2011, 224 pages, ill.). Written in a biographical style which communicates to everyone,
this book charts Roger’s spiritual journey from a zealous defender of the theory of evolution to an enthusiastic supporter of the Biblical
model of creation. An autobiography with an important message! EXCELLENT!
$13.00
The Life and Times of Archbishop James Ussher, J. A. Carr (2006, 312 pages). “An Intriguing Look at the man Behind the Annals of the World.” (Subtitle)
$13.00
Newton’s Revised History of Ancient Kingdoms, Sir Isaac Newton, edited by Larry & Marion Pierce (2009, 205 pages, hardcover, ill.). An interesting and
analytic view of ancient history.
$20.00
The Secrets of Ancient Man - Revelations from the Ruins, Don Landis, Ed. (2015, 136 pages, hardcover, full color ill.). A survey of ancient historical and
archaeological evidence interpreted within a biblical worldview/timeframe.
$22.00
Tower of Babel - the Cultural History of Our Ancestors, Bodie Hodge (2013, 266 pages, ill.). “It is clear Babel was not a myth. Real people left the plains
of Shinar with its abandoned tower.” (back cover)
$14.00

